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Nozick analyzes fundamental issues, such as the identity of the self, knowledge
and skepticism, free will, the foundations of ethics, and the meaning of life

Philosophical Explanations
Dante's conception of language is encompassed in all his works and can be
understood in terms of a strenuous defence of the volgare in tension with the
prestige of Latin. By bringing together different approaches, from literary studies
to philosophy and history, from aesthetics to queer studies, from psychoanalysis to
linguistics, this volume offers new critical insights on the question of Dantes
language, engaging with both the philosophical works characterized by an original
project of vulgarization, and the poetic works, which perform a new language in an
innovative and self-reflexive way. In particular, Dantes Plurilingualism explores the
rich and complex way in which Dantes linguistic theory and praxis both informs
and reflects an original configuration of the relationship between authority,
knowledge and identity that continues to be fascinated by an ideal of unity but is
also imbued with a strong element of subjectivity and opens up towards
multiplicity and modernity.

Reading Rorty
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Lorenz examines the nature of human thought and intelligence and attributes the
problems of modern civilization largely to the limitations.

The Tain of the Mirror
What's the Use of Truth?
In Living Mirrors, Ohad Nachtomy examines Leibniz's attempt to "re-enchant" the
natural world-that is, to infuse life, purpose, and value into the very foundations of
nature, a nature that Leibniz saw as disenchanted by Descartes' and Spinoza's
more naturalistic and mechanistic theories. Nachtomy sees Leibniz's nuanced view
of infinity- how it differs in the divine as well as human spheres, and its relationship
to numerical and metaphysical unity-as key in this effort. Leibniz defined living
beings by means of an infinite nested structure particular to what he called
"natural machines"-and for him, an intermediate kind of infinity is the defining
feature of living beings. Using a metaphor of a "living mirror," Leibniz put forth
infinity as crucial to explaining the unity of a living being as well as the harmony
between the infinitely small and the infinitely large; in this way, employing infinity
and unity, we can better understand life itself, both as a metaphysical principle
and as an empirical fact. Nachtomy's sophisticated and novel treatment of the
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essential themes in Leibniz's work will not only interest Leibniz scholars, but
scholars of early modern philosophy and students of the history of philosophy and
science as well.

The Mirror of Yoga
Perlin conjoins philosophical and socio-cultural anthropologies to derive universal
foundations of human reason in terms of which cultural difference may both
logically and historically be understood. Global commodification before
industrialisation offers abundant evidence for the translatability of all cultures.

The Mirror of Philosophers
Richard Rorty is one of the most influential, controversial and widely-read
philosophers of the twentieth century. In this GuideBook to Philosophy and the
Mirror of Nature Tartaglia analyzes this challenging text and introduces and
assesses: Rorty's life and the background to his philosophy the key themes and
arguments of Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature the continuing importance of
Rorty's work to philosophy. Rorty and the Mirror of Nature is an ideal starting-point
for anyone new to Rorty, and essential reading for students in philosophy, cultural
studies, literary theory and social science.
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Richard Rorty
Shakespeare and Judicial Rhetoric illustrates Shakespeare's creative processes by
revealing some of the intellectual materials out of which some of his most famous
works were composed. Focusing on the narrative poem Lucrece, on four of his late
Elizabethan plays -- Romeo and Juliet, The Merchant of Venice, Julius Caesar and
Hamlet -- and on three early Jacobean dramas, Othello, Measure for Measure and
All's Well That Ends Well, Quentin Skinner argues that there are major speeches,
and sometimes sequences of scenes, that are crafted according to a set of
rhetorical precepts about how to develop a persuasive judicial case, either in
accusation or defence. Some of these works have traditionally been grouped
together as "problem plays," but here Skinner offers a different explanation for
their frequent similarities of tone. There have been many studies of Shakespeare's
rhetoric, but they have generally concentrated on his wordplay and use of figures
and tropes. By contrast, this study concentrates on Shakespeare's use of judicial
rhetoric as a method of argument. By approaching the plays from this perspective,
Skinner is able to account for some distinctive features of Shakespeare's
vocabulary, and also help to explain why certain scenes follow a recurrent pattern
and arrangement.

Donald Davidson and the Mirror of Meaning
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The Mirror of Ideas
`It was a pleasure to read Sandra Hewitt's book because she obviously writes from
an in-depth experience of working with young children. Her book also
communicates a passionate concern that professionals need to understand and
listen properly to children and avoid viewing the stressful area of child protection
mainly from an adult perspective' - Children and Society Written to help frontline
practitioners assess and manage cases with children aged 18 months to six years
who present with allegations of child abuse, this book provides concrete and easily
understood information about basic child development, interview procedures and
case management theory. Extensive experience is integrated with the research
literature to provide: an overview of child development information as it applies to
interviewing young children; a protocol for assessment of preverbal children that is
grounded in theory and research; a format for assessment of children aged three
to five; a review of the strengths and weaknesses of some current interview
formats; a technique for structured interviewing; and a procedure for structured
reunification of a child with an alleged abuser after unproven allegations. Case
examples are used throughout the book.

Black Mirror and Philosophy
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The world of yoga is astonishingly rich in its array of schools and practices. Yet, as
diverse as they seem, they share a common aim: the discovery of the essence of
existence that can be found at the core of our being, and the liberation that comes
from that discovery. With this worthy goal in mind, Richard Freeman presents an
enlightening overview of the many teachings, practices, and scriptures that serve
as the basis for all the schools of yoga—hatha, bhakti, jnana, karma, tantra, and
others. He shows how the myriad forms are ultimately related, and can even be
perceived to make up a vast, interpenetrating matrix, symbolizing the unity,
profundity, and beauty of the ancient tradition. Richard's wide-ranging discussion
includes the Upanisads and Samkhya philosophies, the Yoga Sutra of Patanjali, the
eight limbs of astanga yoga, the process and purpose of hatha yoga, and much
more. He also explores the role of the guru, chanting, meditation, and the yogic
imperative of offering service to others. All of this is applied to the actual practice,
giving the reader the tools to digest and apply the wealth of information to daily
life. The Mirror of Yoga will be a welcome resource to all yogis who wish to better
practice the profound philosophy underlying their practice.

An Anthropological Guide to the Art and Philosophy of Mirror
Gazing
30 years ago Richard Rorty argued that philosophers had developed an unhealthy
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obsession with the notion of representation: comparing the mind to a mirror that
reflects reality. The book now stands as a classic of 20th-century philosophy.

City Intelligible
Much is known about the grammar of the modistae and about its eclipse; this book
sets out to trace its rise. In the late eleventh century grammar became an
analytical rather than an exegetical discipline under the impetus of the new
theology. Under the impetus of Arab learning the ancient sciences were reshaped
according to the norms of Aristotle's Analytics, and developed within a structure of
speculative sciences beginning with grammar and culminating in theology. Though
the modistae acknowledge Aristotle, Donatus, Priscian and the Arab
commentators, their roots also lie in Augustine and Boethius, and they took as
much from their scholastic contemporaries as they gave them. This book traces
the genesis of a grammar which communicated freely with other speculative
sciences, shared their structures and methods, and affirmed its own individuality
by defining its object as the causes of language.

Richard Rorty
A groundbreaking reference work on the revolutionary philosophy and intellectual
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legacy of Richard Rorty A provocative and often controversial thinker, Richard
Rorty and his ideas have been the subject of renewed interest to philosophers
working in epistemology, metaphysics, analytic philosophy, and the history of
philosophy. Having called for philosophers to abandon representationalist accounts
of knowledge and language, Rorty introduced radical and challenging concepts to
modern philosophy, generating divisive debate through the new form of American
pragmatism which he advocated and the renunciation of traditional epistemology
which he espoused. However, while Rorty has been one of the most widelydiscussed figures in modern philosophy, few volumes have dealt directly with the
expansive reach of his thought or its implications for the fields of philosophy in
which he worked. The Blackwell Companion to Rorty is a collection of essays by
prominent scholars which provide close, and long-overdue, examination of Rorty’s
groundbreaking work. Divided into five parts, this volumecovers the major
intellectual movements of Rorty’s career from his early work on consciousness and
transcendental arguments, to the lasting impacts of his major writings, to his
approach to pragmatism and his controversial appropriations from other
philosophers, and finally to his later work in culture, politics, and ethics. Offers a
comprehensive, balanced, and insightful account of Rorty's approach to philosophy
Provides an assessment of Rorty’s more controversial thoughts and his standing as
an “anti-philosopher’s philosopher” Contains new and original exploration of
Rorty’s thinking from leading scholars and philosophers Includes new perspectives
on topics such as Rorty's influence in Central Europe Despite the relevance of
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Rorty’s work for the wider community of philosophers and for those working in
fields such as international relations, legal and political theory, sociology, and
feminist studies, the secondary literature surrounding Rorty’s work and legacy is
limited. A Companion to Rorty address this absence, providinga comprehensive
resource for philosophers and general readers.

Behind the Mirror
In this 1989 book, Rorty examines human solidarity and liberalism through
literature, philosophy, social theory and literary criticism.

The Mirror of Language (Revised Edition)
Richard Rorty is one of the most provocative figures in recent philosophical, literary
and cultural debate. This collection brings together those of his writings aimed at a
wider audience, many published in book form for the first time. In these eloquent
essays, articles and lectures, Rorty gives a stimulating summary of his central
philosophical beliefs and how they relate to his political hopes; he also offers some
challenging insights into contemporary America, justice, education and love.

The Mirror of Grammar
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In 'Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature' Richard Rorty presented his provocation
and influential vision of the post-philosophical culture, calling upon professional
philosophers to accept that epistemology is dead, that the analytic method is a
myth, and that philosophy and science are merely forms of literature.

The Mirror of the World
Early Christianity faced the problem of the human word versus Christ the Word.
Could language accurately describe spiritual reality? The Mirror of Language
brilliantly traces the development of one prominent theory of signs from Augustine
through Anselm of Canterbury, Thomas Aquinas, and Dante. Their shared
epistemology validated human language as an authentic but limited index of
preexistent reality, both material and spiritual. This sign theory could thereby
account for the ways men receive, know, and transmit religious knowledge, always
mediated through faith. Marcia L. Colish demonstrates how the three theologians
used different branches of the medieval trivium to express a common sign theory:
Augustine stressed rhetoric, Anselm shifted to grammar (including grammatical
proofs of God's existence), and Thomas Aquinas stressed dialectic. Dante, the one
poet included in this study, used the Augustinian sign theory to develop a Christian
poetics that culminates in the Divine Comedy. The author points out not only the
commonality but also the sharp contrasts between these writers and shows the
relation between their sign theories and the intellectual ferment of the times.
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When first published in 1968, The Mirror of Language was recognized as a
pathfinding study. This completely revised edition incorporates the scholarship of
the intervening years and reflects the refinements of the author's thought. Greater
prominence is given to the role of Stoicism, and sharper attention is paid to some
of the thinkers and movements surrounding the major thinkers treated. Concerns
of semiotics, philosophy, and literary criticism are elucidated further. The original
thesis, still controversial, is now even wider ranging and more salient to current
intellectual debate.

The Insistence of Art
Coleridge's relation to his German contemporaries constitutes the toughest
problem in assessing his standing as a thinker. For the last half-century this
relationship has been described, ultimately, as parasitic. As a result, Coleridge's
contribution to religious thought has been seen primarily in terms of his poetic
genius. This book revives and deepens the evaluation of Coleridge as a
philosophical theologian in his own right. Coleridge had a critical and creative
relation to, and kinship with, German Idealism. Moreover, the principal impulse
behind his engagement with that philosophy is traced to the more immediate
context of English Unitarian-Trinitarian controversy of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The book re-establishes Coleridge as a philosopher of religion
and as a vital source for contemporary theological reflection.
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Forensic Shakespeare
God Seen in the Mirror of the World is the present study of the beings of things and
of God.

Oblivion
God Seen in the Mirror of the World
Looking at one's face in the mirror and finding one's self in the mirror are not the
same. The former capacity is something we share with other animals; the latter is
a skill: something we have to learn. What does it mean and what does it take to
find oneself the mirror? This book provides a comparative anthropological enquiry
into the unity and diversity of mirror gazing. The reader is encouraged to reflect
upon and experiment with different mirror gazes through a range of case studies.
Koukouti and Malafouris weave together anthropology with philosophy and draw on
examples from literature and experiments from psychopathology in a way that has
never been attempted before. The master metaphor is that of the mirror as trap.
Mirror gazing is viewed on a par with hunting. Mirroring signifies the hunt for selfknowledge. In a time obsessed with the digital self-image, Koukouti and Malafouris
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reflect on the structures of consciousness that underpin the different ways of
looking at and through the mirror. Combining metaphor, comparison and
estrangement, they gesture towards a therapeutic alliance between body and
mirroring. This allows us to look in the mirror, and think of our shared humanity
differently.

Dante's Plurilingualism
For better or worse, Rorty has shaped the trajectory of academic philosophy. A
decade after his passing, his legacy is ever present, especially in context of the
growth of the far right, the struggle over the meaning of justice and equity, and the
ecological crises we face. Edited by Randall Auxier, Eli Kramer, and Krzysztof Piotr
Skowroński, Rorty and Beyond brings together leading international philosophers
from the United States and Europe to reevaluate Rorty’s legacy and explore what
lies beyond his life and work. This collection covers a diverse territory, exploring
Rorty’s legacy regarding theories of truth, accounts of nature and naturalism, the
historical situation of professional philosophy, the private and public aspects of
religion, the place of literature in cultural politics, and points beyond Rorty, such as
what we may hope for after his critical attack on certainty and ultimacy. Scholars,
specialists, and those new to Rorty will all find insight, useful criticism, and
edification in this volume.
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Philosophy and Social Hope
Harmful, culturally prevalent imagery of feminine sexuality, beauty, and
motherhood constrains women's self-determination. Gender in the Mirror proposes
alternative imagery of feminine sexuality, beauty, and motherhood and advances
an account of feminist discursive politics that takes on the challenge of neutralizing
patriarchal imagery.

A Companion to Rorty
Deconstruction is no game of mirrors, revealing the text as a play of surface
against surface. Its more radical philosophical effort is to get behind the mirror and
question the very nature of reflection. The Tain of the Mirror explores that gritty
surface without which no reflection would be possible.

The Rorty Reader
Rorty and Beyond
Richard Rorty is notorious for contending that the traditional, foundation-building
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and truth-seeking ambitions of systematic philosophy should be set aside in favour
of a more pragmatic, conversational, hermeneutically guided project. This
challenge has not only struck at the heart of philosophy but has ricocheted across
other disciplines, both contesting their received self-images and opening up new
avenues of inquiry in the process. Alan Malachowski provides an authoritative
overview of Rorty's considerable body of work and a general assessment of his
impact both within philosophy and in the humanities more broadly. He begins by
explaining the genesis of Rorty's central ideas, tracking their development from
suggestions in his early papers through their crystallization in his groundbreaking
book, "Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature". Malachowski evaluates some of the
common criticisms of Rorty's position and his ensuing pragmatism. The book
examines the subsequent evolution of his ideas, focusing particularly on the main
themes of his second major work, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity. The political
and cultural impact of Rorty's writings on such diverse fields as feminism, cultural
and literary theory, and international relations are also considered, and the author
explores why Rorty's work has generally found its warmest reception in these
areas rather than among mainstream philosophers.

Gender in the Mirror
Philosophers working on aesthetics have paid considerable attention to art and
artists of the early modern period. Yet early modern artistic practices scarcely
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figure in recent work on the emergence of aesthetics as a branch of philosophy
over the course the eighteenth century. This book addresses that gap, elaborating
the extent to which artworks and practices of the fifteenth through the eighteenth
centuries were accompanied by an immense range of discussions about the arts
and their relation to one another. Rather than take art as a stand-in for or
reflection of some other historical event or social phenomenon, this book treats art
as a phenomenon in itself. The contributors suggest ways in which artworks and
practices of the early modern period make aesthetic experience central to
philosophical reflection, while also showing art’s need for philosophy.

Polished Mirror
A philosophical look at the twisted, high-tech near-future of the sci-fi anthology
series Black Mirror, offering a glimpse of the darkest reflections of the human
condition in digital technology Black Mirror―the Emmy-winning Netflix series that
holds up a dark, digital mirror of speculative technologies to modern
society—shows us a high-tech world where it is all too easy to fall victim to everevolving forms of social control.In Black Mirror and Philosophy, original essays
written by a diverse group of scholars invite you to peer into the void and explore
the philosophical, ethical, and existential dimensions of Charlie Brooker’s sinister
stories. The collection reflects Black Mirror’s anthology structure by pairing a
chapter with every episode in the show’s five seasons—including an interactive,
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choose-your-own-adventure analysis of Bandersnatch—and concludes with general
essays that explore the series’ broader themes. Chapters address questions about
artificial intelligence, virtual reality, surveillance, privacy, love, death, criminal
behavior, and politics, including: Have we given social media too much power over
our lives? Could heaven really, one day, be a place on Earth? Should criminal
justice and punishment be crowdsourced? What rights should a “cookie” have?
Immersive, engaging, and experimental, Black Mirror and Philosophy navigates the
intellectual landscape of Brooker’s morality plays for the modern world, where
humanity’s greatest innovations and darkest instincts collide.

Coleridge, Philosophy and Religion
American pragmatist Rorty and the French analytic philosopher Engel present their
radically different perspectives on truth and its correspondence to reality. "What's
the Use of Truth?" is a rare opportunity to experience each side of this impassioned
debate clearly and concisely.

The Mirror of the Self
"In the last sentence of a posthumously published article, Richard Rorty wrote:
"individual men and women are more fully human when their memories are amply
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stocked with verses". Equally, we might say that they are more humane and wideranging thinkers when their minds are amply stocked with Rorty's subtle thoughts.
We should be grateful for the editors of this anthology for giving us so many."
Philip Kitcher, Columbia University "Pragmatist," "historicist," "literary," "antianalytical," "postmodernist," "neo-liberal," "humanist," "ethnocentric" ù all these
(and many other) terms have been applied to Richard Rorty, both as compliments
and as insults. This careful selection from his writings, along with Christopher
Voparil's excellent introduction, explains why. It charts Rorty's many philosophical
twists and turns and it illuminates the intellectual and political commitments that
provide his thinking with a deep continuity. And it brings back, for a broad
audience, Rorty's characteristic voice: both simple and sophisticated, witty and
passionate, light-handed and erudite, controversial and accommodating, detailed
and sweeping, critical and hopeful ù above all, unmistakably individual and deeply
missed." Alexander Nehamas, Princeton University "The Rorty Reader is a
remarkable editorial accomplishment. By bringing together a wide variety of
Richard Rorty's controversial and yet inspiring writings, Bernstein and Voparil
provide an excellent introduction to this important thinker. The addition, their own
insightful introductory chapter, makes the collection essential reading for everyone
who wants to gain a better understanding of not just the significance of Rorty's
philosophical contribution, but that of modern thought in general." Alan
Malachowski, University of Stellenbosch The Rorty Reader represents the first
comprehensive collection of the writings of Richard Rorty, one of the twentieth
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century's most influential thinkers, best known for the controversial Philosophy and
the Mirror of Nature (1979). Gathering together key essays from over four decades
of writings, the volume offers an in-depth introduction to the philosopher's life and
prolific body of work. Topics addressed include the continuities and
transformations that span Rorty's early training in the history of philosophy, his
engagement with the analytic tradition, and the 1979 publication that brought him
international renown. Particular attention is devoted to his later political writings,
including his turn to literature as the vehicle of moral reflection most suitable to
democratic life, and his embrace of philosophy as cultural politics. With selections
from The Linguistic Turn (1967), Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (1979),
Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (1989), Achieving Our Country (1998), and his
four volumes of philosophical papers, including Philosophy as Cultural Politics
(2007), as well as in-depth interviews and revealing autobiographical pieces, The
Rorty Reader offers a compelling and representative view of Rorty's relationship
with American pragmatism and the overall intellectual trajectory of his
philosophical and political thought. Christopher J. Voparil is on the Graduate
Faculty of Union Institute & University in Cincinnati, OH, where he teaches
philosophy and political theory. He is the author of Richard Rorty: Politics and
Vision (2006), and has published articles in Contemporary Pragmatism, Journal of
Speculative Philosophy, Philosophy and Social Criticism, and Education and
Culture. He is also the current Secretary of the Society for the Advancement of
American Philosophy. Richard J. Bernstein is Vera List Professor of Philosophy at the
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New School for Social Research, New York. His most recent book is The Pragmatic
Turn (Polity, 2010).

Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity
Tournier treats pairs both lowly and exalted - moving from fork and spoon, horse
and bull, cat and dog, to fear and anguish, poetry and prose, body and soul, being
and nothingness. Hardly an exhaustive inventory of traditional pairs, his selection
nonetheless opens the door to patterns deeply embedded in culture and
civilization, speech and writing, memory and habit.

Living Mirrors
Christopher Peacocke presents a philosophical theory of subjects of consciousness,
together with a theory of the nature of first person representation of such a subject
of consciousness. He develops a new treatment of subjects, distinct from previous
theories, under which subjects were regarded either as constructs from mental
events, or fundamentally embodied, or Cartesian egos. In contrast, his theory of
the first person integrates with the positive treatment ofsubjects--and it
contributes to the explanation of various distinctive first person phenomena in the
theory of thought and knowledge. Peacocke brings his points to bear on the
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contributions to theseissues made by Hume, Kant, Frege, Wittgenstein, and
Strawson, and then goes on to distinguish and characterize three varieties of selfconsciousness, which are key to explaining features of our knowledge, social
relations, and emotional lives. The theses of The Mirror of the World are of
importance not only for philosophy, but also for psychology, the arts, and
anywhere else that the self and self-representation loom large.

Philosophy
It is the sunset of the Mughal Empire. The splendour of imperial Delhi flares one
last time. The young daughter of a craftsman in the city elopes with an officer of
the East India Company. And so we are drawn into the story of Wazir Khanam: a
dazzlingly beautiful and fiercely independent woman who takes a series of lovers,
including a Navab and a Mughal prince—and whom history remembers as the
mother of the famous poet Dagh. But it is not just one life that this novel sets out
to capture: it paints in rapturous detail an entire civilization. Beginning with the
story of an enigmatic and gifted painter in a village near Kishangarh, The Mirror of
Beauty embarks on an epic journey that sweeps through the death-giving deserts
of Rajputana, the verdant valley of Kashmir and the glorious cosmopolis of Delhi,
the craft of miniature painting and the art of carpet designing, scintillating musical
performances and recurring paintings of mysterious, alluring women. Its scope
breathtaking, its language beguiling, and its style sumptuous, this is a work of
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profound beauty, depth and power.

Danish Yearbook of Philosophy 22
In the stories that make up Oblivion, David Foster Wallace joins the rawest, most
naked humanity with the infinite involutions of self-consciousness -- a combination
that is dazzlingly, uniquely his. These are worlds undreamt of by any other mind.
Only David Foster Wallace could convey a father's desperate loneliness by way of
his son's daydreaming through a teacher's homicidal breakdown (The Soul Is Not a
Smithy). Or could explore the deepest and most hilarious aspects of creativity by
delineating the office politics surrounding a magazine profile of an artist who
produces miniature sculptures in an anatomically inconceivable way (The Suffering
Channel). Or capture the ache of love's breakdown in the painfully polite apologies
of a man who believes his wife is hallucinating the sound of his snoring (Oblivion).
Each of these stories is a complete world, as fully imagined as most entire novels,
at once preposterously surreal and painfully immediate.

Philosophy as Poetry
On his death in 2007, Richard Rorty was heralded by the New York Times as “one
of the world’s most influential contemporary thinkers.” Controversial on the left
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and the right for his critiques of objectivity and political radicalism, Rorty
experienced a renown denied to all but a handful of living philosophers. In this
masterly biography, Neil Gross explores the path of Rorty’s thought over the
decades in order to trace the intellectual and professional journey that led him to
that prominence. The child of a pair of leftist writers who worried that their
precocious son “wasn’t rebellious enough,” Rorty enrolled at the University of
Chicago at the age of fifteen. There he came under the tutelage of polymath
Richard McKeon, whose catholic approach to philosophical systems would
profoundly influence Rorty’s own thought. Doctoral work at Yale led to Rorty’s
landing a job at Princeton, where his colleagues were primarily analytic
philosophers. With a series of publications in the 1960s, Rorty quickly established
himself as a strong thinker in that tradition—but by the late 1970s Rorty had
eschewed the idea of objective truth altogether, urging philosophers to take a
“relaxed attitude” toward the question of logical rigor. Drawing on the pragmatism
of John Dewey, he argued that philosophers should instead open themselves up to
multiple methods of thought and sources of knowledge—an approach that would
culminate in the publication of Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, one of the most
seminal and controversial philosophical works of our time. In clear and compelling
fashion, Gross sets that surprising shift in Rorty’s thought in the context of his life
and social experiences, revealing the many disparate influences that contribute to
the making of knowledge. As much a book about the growth of ideas as it is a
biography of a philosopher, Richard Rorty will provide readers with a fresh
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understanding of both the man and the course of twentieth-century thought.

Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature
People in the ancient world thought of vision as both an ethical tool and a tactile
sense, akin to touch. Gazing upon someone—or oneself—was treated as a path to
philosophical self-knowledge, but the question of tactility introduced an erotic
element as well. In The Mirror of the Self, Shadi Bartsch asserts that these links
among vision, sexuality, and self-knowledge are key to the classical understanding
of the self. Weaving together literary theory, philosophy, and social history,
Bartsch traces this complex notion of self from Plato’s Greece to Seneca’s Rome.
She starts by showing how ancient authors envisioned the mirror as both a tool for
ethical self-improvement and, paradoxically, a sign of erotic self-indulgence. Her
reading of the Phaedrus, for example, demonstrates that the mirroring gaze in
Plato, because of its sexual possibilities, could not be adopted by Roman
philosophers and their students. Bartsch goes on to examine the Roman treatment
of the ethical and sexual gaze, and she traces how self-knowledge, the
philosopher’s body, and the performance of virtue all played a role in shaping the
Roman understanding of the nature of selfhood. Culminating in a profoundly
original reading of Medea, The Mirror of the Self illustrates how Seneca, in his Stoic
quest for self-knowledge, embodies the Roman view, marking a new point in
human thought about self-perception. Bartsch leads readers on a journey that
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unveils divided selves, moral hypocrisy, and lustful Stoics—and offers fresh insights
about seminal works. At once sexy and philosophical, The Mirror of the Self will be
required reading for classicists, philosophers, and anthropologists alike.

Richard Rorty
This book discusses the ideas of Donald Davidson, on the nature of understanding
and meaning, and the nature of truth and knowledge, providing an account of
Davidson's holistic and hermeneutical conception of linguistic interpretation, and,
more generally, of the mind.

Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature
Islamic philosophy and Sufism evolved as distinct yet interweaving strands of
Islamic thought and practice. Despite differences, they have shared a concern with
the perfection of the soul through the development of character. In The Polished
Mirror, Cyrus Ali Zargar studies the ways in which, through teaching and
storytelling, pre-modern Muslims lived, negotiated, and cultivated virtues.
Examining the writings of philosophers, ascetics, poets, and saints, he locates
virtue ethics within a dynamic moral tradition. Innovative, engaging, and
approachable, this work – the first in the English language to explore Islamic ethics
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in the fascinating context of narrative – will be a valuable resource for both
students and scholars.

The Mirror of Beauty
Undeniably iconoclastic, and doggedly practical where others were abstract, the
late Richard Rorty was described by some as a philosopher with no philosophy.
Rorty was skeptical of systems claiming to have answers, seeing scientific and
aesthetic schools as vocabularies rather than as indispensable paths to truth. But
his work displays a profound awareness of philosophical tradition and an urgent
concern for how we create a society. As Michael Bérubé writes in his introduction
to this new volume, Rorty looked upon philosophy as "a creative enterprise of
dreaming up new and more humane ways to live." Drawn from Rorty’s acclaimed
2004 Page-Barbour lectures, Philosophy as Poetry distills many of the central ideas
in his work. Rorty begins by addressing poetry and philosophy, which are often
seen as contradictory pursuits. He offers a view of philosophy as a poem,
beginning with the ancient Greeks and rewritten by succeeding generations of
philosophers seeking to improve it. He goes on to examine analytic philosophy and
the rejection by some philosophers, notably Wittgenstein, of the notion of
philosophical problems that have solutions. The book concludes with an
invigorating suspension of intellectual borders as Rorty focuses on the romantic
tradition and relates it to philosophic thought. This book makes an ideal starting
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place for anyone looking for an introduction to Rorty’s thought and his contribution
to our sense of an American pragmatism, as well as an understanding of his
influence and the controversy that attended his work. Page-Barbour Lectures
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